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FREQUENCY MODULATION 



; From the beginning of broadcasting of music end voice until a few years ago there 

was only one method of radio transmission and reception in general use. Radio tech- 

nicians and engineers understood that signals were being sent and received by means 

of a system called amplitude modulation. But the public, which included most of us 

before ve took up radio, never thought of euch things as modulation - radio was just 

plain radio. 

Then came a new method of transmission and reception, a method employing freq- 

uency modulation rather than amplitude modulation. Everyone heard about this new 

method, called f-m radio or just FM. Because of the newness, the public assumes 

that f-m radio must be better than a-m (amplitude-modulation) radio, and, in some 

respects, the public is correct. As shown by Fig. 1,  the frequency-modulation method 

requires having additional "stages" and some stages that are entirely different from 
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FIG. 1. The principal parts of receivers for amplitude - modulation and for. 
frequency modulation. 

those in a rece::!ver for amplitude modulation. These additlons and dif'fe:rences will 

be examined as we proceed. 

Before comparing the two methods of transmission and reception it should be re- 

called that modulation refer� to the manner in which voice, Imlsic, or other signals 

to be transmitted are added to the radio ve.ves which travel through space. ?Aodula 

t_fon means a change or a variation. If the sound signals are made to vary the 

strength or amplitude of the radio vave from instant to instant ve have ampl�tude 
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modulation. If the signals are made to vary the frequency of the radio wave we hRve 
f requeney modulation. 

I \�e might begin with exactl� the same radio waves and use theJ,U for 

I 

I eitrer method of 
,�ansmission. These radio waves would have the two characteristics shoJn by Fig. 2. 

One characteristic is the frequency of the waves, the number of times per second 
that the electric and magnetic fields change their directions in the waves. The 
otheT characteristic is the strength of the waves, which we call their amplitude, and 
which represents the maximum values of electric and magnetic forces which compose the 
waves. As shown by upper diagram, the f'requen.cy may be changed with no change of 

amplitude, and as in the lower diagram, the amplitude may be chA.nged with no var- 

iation of frequency. 

Supposing that you and another person were going to signal each other by means of 

a rone whose opposite ends you are holding. If' you swing your end of' the rope up and 
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FIG. 2 .  Frequency may vary with no change of' amplitude, and amplitude may vary with 
no change of' frequency. 

do'W?l, waves of motion travel along the rope from you to the other person. It might 
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be agreed that an up-and-down motion at the rate of five times per second means one 

thing, while ten times per second means something else. Then you would be trans 

mitting signals by frequency modulation. Or, you might agree that waving the rope 

hard, to get high waves onto the rope, would mean one thing, while e gentle waving 

to produce relatively low waves would mean something else. That would be transmis 

sion of signs.ls by amplitude modulation. With either method you would be using rope 

waves, as in both kinds of radio transmission we use radio waves. The only differ 

ence is in the manner of varying the rope waves, just as the only difference between 

the two kinds of radio transmission is in the l!Wlnner of varying or modulating the 

radio waves. 

when a radio wave is sent from a transMitter with no sound signals added, the wave 

does riot vary in either frequency or amplitude. The signal may be added by varying 

either of these characteristics. If the apparatus at the tTansmitter is such that 

sound signals cause variations of wave frequency there is frequency modulation. If 

,,,--., the sound signals cause variations of strength or. amplitude there is amplitude 

modulation. 

The chief advantage in using frequency modulation rather than amplitude modulation 

is that reception may be relatively free from noises which result from atmospheric 

static and many other kinds of electrical interference. The reason for this rela 

tively noise-free reception is quite simple. It is that most varieties of interfer 

ence get mixed in with our radio signals between transmitter and receiver because the 

interfering electrfoal impulses are of kinds which vary or modulate the amplitude of 

the radio waves. The a-m receiver, which will reproduce any kind of amplitude modu 

lation, does not distinguish between signals and noise, and so both come from the 

loud speaker at the same time. But the f-m receiver does distinguish between fre 

quency modulation which brings the desired signal and amplitude modulation which 

carries the noise. The f-m receiver, when correctly designed, adjusted, and operated, 

rejects most of the noise and reproduces most of the desired signal. 

:, 
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It is true also that a well designed and constructed r-m receiver is capable of 

reproducing a greater range ot sound frequencies than the a-m type, consequently 

gives truer musical rendition. The tact is that a receiver, no matter how good it 

is, can reproduce only the audio frequencies which come to it in the transmitted 

signal. In most of the present a-m carrier frequency channels each transmitter is 

permitted to use only enough frequencies to cover an audio range up to 5,000 cycles. 

But, for reasons which we shall discover shortly, the range of audio frequencies 

transmitted with frequency modulation is not directly related to the width of the 

channel of carrier frequencies which a transmitter is permitted to use. Consequently, 

with frequency JIX)dulation it is possible to transmit the highest audio frequencies. 

Present practice is to transmit audio frequencies up to about 15,000 cycles. 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

Nowadays our radio education and experience commence with apparatus operating on 

amplitude-JIX)dulated signals, and our ideas become rather set or fixed along such 

lines. Then frequency-modulation seems somewhat confusing. Had we commenced with 

training and �xperience on frequency-modulated apparatus there is no doubt but what 

we should find amplitude modulation confusing. If we pause here long enough to 

examine similarities and differences of the two modulation systeIM, most of the 

possible confusion never will appear. 

At the top of Fig. 2 is our frequency modulated wave. We must carry the audio 

signals solely by changes of frequency; we must not change the amplitude. At the 

bottom is our amplitude modulated wave. With it we must carry the audio signals by 

changes of amplitude, with the carrier wave remaining always of the same frequency. 

Now let 's look at Fig. 3, which represents the changes in quality or character- 

istics of sounds which are to become the transmitted signals. As shown at the top, 

we may vary the pitch, which means to vary the audio frequency, while retaining the 

same loudness, strength, or volume of sotmd. As shown below, we may vary the volume 

without changing the pitch. Volume corresponds to signal voltage or amplitude; more 

amplitude means more volume. Of course, there are conditions where pitch and volume 

change simultaneously, but for examination of what happens we may consider the two 

. . 

, 
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qualities separately. 

Nov we may state the problems of amplitude modulation and of frequency modulation 

quite simply. With amplitude modulation we must find two ways of varying the ampli- 

tude; such that one of the variations will correspond to changes ot audio signal pitch 

or frequency, vhile the other variation vill eorrel!lpond to cbangel!I of au.dio signal 
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FIG. 3. Characteristics of sounds, as represented by frequency and amplitude. 

loudness or amplitude. To keep matters straight, we shall refer to pitch and loud 

ness of.the audio signals, and shall refer to frequency and amplitude only with 

reference to the radio carriers. 

For changes or audio signal loudness ve increase and decrease the amplitude of the 

radio wave. We are changing only the amplitude, so have amplitude modulation. Suoh 

changes for volume are represented at the bottom of Fig. 3. 

For changes of audio l!lignal pitch we vary the lengthl!I of times between changes of 

radio earrier amplitude. Again we are changing only the carrier amplitude, not the 

carrier ,frequency, so have amplitude modulation. 
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All of the changes of carrier amplitude for amplitude modulation are shown by 

Fig. 4. At the upper left is represented the signal for a high-pitched sound of 
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·  FIG. 4. How amplitude modulation of the carrier wave varies with 
changes of sound characteristics being transmitted. 

high volume. The changes of carrier amplitude come close together, have short time 

intervals between them, and so they represent a high-pi tcbed sound, which is a sound 

of high audio frequency. At the upper right is represented the same. high pitch, but 

with lower volume. Here the lengths of time between changes of amplitude are the same 

as before, because the pitch is the same, but there is less change between minimum 

and maximum amplitudes, there is a smaller change of amplitude than before, and the 

volume or loudness of the audio sound is less. Note that �he carrier frequency, 
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represented by the closely spaced waves, is not changed. Only the amplitude is , 

changed, yet we transmit a variation of sound volume. 

At the lower left in Fig. 4 is represented a signal tor a low-pitched sound ot high 

volume. The time periods between changes of amplitude are longer than for the high 

pitch signals shown above. Longer periods mean lower audio frequency, or a lower 

pitch. But the changes between minimum and maximum amplitudes are the same as tor the 

high-volume sound represented immediately aboTe, and so again we have high volume. At 

the lover right is represented a signal for a low-pitched sound or low volume. Time 

periods between changes of amplitude are the same as for the low-pitch signal shown 

immediately to the left of this one. And the changes of amplitude between minimum and 

Dll!l.ximum values are the same as for the low volume signal immediately above this one. 

Throughout all of these signal representations the carrier frequency is unchanged. 

Only the amplitude has been varied. Sound pitch is represented by how often the 

carrier amplitude changes. Sound volume is represented by how much the carrier amp- 

� litude changes. 

Now we come to frequency modulation. We must vary the carrier frequency in two 

ways. One kind of variation must represent changes of sound pitch in the signal. The 

other kind of frequency variation must represent changes of sound loudness in the 

signal. We must transmit both kinds of sound variation by changes of only the 

carrier frequency; we must not change the carrier amplitude. We may discover the 

solution or our problem in the last three lines of the paragraph ahead or this one. 

All that we need do is change the word amplitude to the word frequency. Then we have 

two statements. First; sound pitch is represented by how often the carrier frequency 

changes. Second; sound volume is represented by how much the carrier frequency 

changes. 

Fig. 5 shows variations or carrier frequency when employing frequency modulation 

for the same kinds or sound signals as shown by Fig. 4 with amplitude modulation. 

;---- High frequencies are represented by waves close together; lover frequencies by waves 

farther apart. The more waves in a given space the higher is the frequency, and the 

fewer waves in the same distance the lower is the frequency. 
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shovn where the va.Tes get farther apart or closer together. 

At the top is represented a frequency-modulated signal tor a sound of high-pitch 

at high volume. There are rapid changes of frequency, and since pitch is represented 

by how often the carrier frequency changes from high to low and back again, the many 

changes of this frequency in a given length ot time mean a high-pitched sound. The 

cball(tes are trom very high to nry lov frequency, and since sound volume is repre- 

sented by how much the carrier frequency changes, this means a loud sound. 

The line of wa't'es second from the top in Fig. 5 shows the carrier frequency chang 

ing at the same rate as above, so again ve have the high-pitched sound which 
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FIG. 5. How frequency modulation of the carrier wa'ftl varies with changes of sound 

signal characteristics. 

corresponds to rapid changes of carrier frequency. But the difference between high 

and low frequencies is nowhere near as great as before, and this lessened change of 
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frequency means lover volume in the sound signal. 

The third line of Fig. 5 shows the changes from high to low frequency and back 

again occuring less often than in the upper lines. Remembering that sound pitch 

corresponds to how often the carrier �equency changes during a given length of time, 

such as a second, we see that now we have a lower pitched sound than before. The 

difference between the high �equency and the lov frequenc,- is vel"1 great, just as on 

the top line. This great change of carrier trequenc,- Jl9&ns high Tolume of sound. 

On the bottom line the frequency changes at the same rate, per second of time, as 

on the line immediately above. This slow rate of change per second means a low 

pitched sound, or a sound of low audio �quency. There is not a ve1"7 great differ 

ence between the higher and lower frequencies, and so this lover signal represents a 

low volume of sound. 

Throughout all of the changes of sound pitch and volume shown by Fig. 5 there has 

been no change of carrier amplitude. The only changes are of carrier frequency. 

Looking back at Fig. 1 we find two stages in the r-m receiver which are not in the 

� receiver. One is the limiter, for which there is no counterpart in the a-m re 

ceiver. The other is the discriminator, which takes the place or the detector in the 

a-m receiver. To understand how and why the limiter and discriminator stages of the 

t-m receiver operate as they do it is essential that three tacts be kept in mind. 

They are: 1· The f-m carrier amplitude is not changed by the sound signal. 

�. Changes or loudness, volume, or amplitude of the sound signal cause the 

f-m carrier frequency to va1"7 from its average value. The louder the 

sound, or the greater the sound amplitude, the farther the f-m 

carrier frequency is driven from its average value. When there is no 

I sound signal, or zero sound amplitude, the r-m carrier frequency does 

not va1"7 f'rom that average value. This effect of sound signal volume 

on t-m carrier frequency may be shown as in Fig. 6. 

J. Changes of pitch or or audio-frequency in the eound signal cause the 

r-m carrier frequency to va1"7 between higher and lower values at a rate 
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which is the same number of times per second as the number or cycles per second of the 

sound frequency. 

DEVIATION 

The louder the sound represented by the signal the greater will be the shift of the 

f-m carrier frequency from its average value. It has been agreed that the shift of 

frequency for the loudest sounds handled shall be 75,000 ey�les or 75 kilocycles. The 

shift of frequency away f'rom the average value is called f�equency deviation or just 

deviation. There is nothing about frequency modulation that makes it absolutely nee- 

essary to use a deviation of 75 kc for audio signals of r.naximwramplitude, but this 

maximum deviation happens to be a value which reduces noise interference to a low 

value when a wide range of audio frequencies is being transmitted. 
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FIG. 6. Changes of carrier frequency correspond to changes of sound volume or 
loudness. 

Fig. 7 shows the frequency distribution in a frequency channel used by a trans- 

mitter operating with frequency modulation. The average carrier frequency, at the 

center of the frequency channel, often is called the center frequency. The maximum 

deviation, for loudest sound signals, is 75 kc below the center frequency and 75 kc 

above that frequency. This makes a total :maximum swing or change of carrier frequency 

which amounts to 150 kc. An additional 25 kc is allowed (for prevention of possible 

inter-station interference) below the lowest deviation and above the highest devia- 

tion. Thus the total range of frequencies used, or the total width of the f-m 

channel, becomes 200 kc. 
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You will occasionally hear the term "deviation ratio". This is the ratio ot the 

maximum deviation to the maximum audio frequency transmitted in the signal. With a 
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FIG. 7. Frequencies in a frequency-modulation channel when there is maximum 
deviation. 

maximum deviation or 75 kc, and a maximum audio frequency of 15,000 cycles or 15 kc 

the deviation ratio is 75/15 or is 5. Were the maximum deyiation 15 kc and the maxi 

audio frequency 5,000 cycles or 5 kc the deviation ratio would be 15/5, or 3 • 

. 

FREQUENCY BANDS 

The present standarrl broadcast band or frequencies for a-m transmission extends 

from 550 to 1,600 kc, which is a total of 1,050 kc. Were f-m transmitting stations, 

with their 200-kc channels, to operate in this standard broadcast band there would be 

room for only five such f-m stations to operate simultaneously. To provide the nee- 

essary band width for the wide f-m channels this kind of transmission is carried on, 

for broadcasting, between the frequencies of 88 and 108 megacycles, which is the same 

as between 88,000 and 108,000 kilocycles. There is also an "emergency serYice• band 

extending from 152 to 162 megacycles. 

The band extending from 88 to 108 me, or from 88,000 to 108,000 kc, provides a 

total band width of 20 me or 20,000 kc. This divides into 100 channels of 200 kc 

each. But many more than 100 f-m broadcasters may transmit at the same time, because 

the high-frequency signals haYe a usetul distance range of less than 100 miles from 

the transmitter. Consequently, were they spaced apart by distances of 100 miles or 

somewhat less, any number of stations might be tran11Jmitting at the same time on each 
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or the 100 channels. 

The 88 to 108 me f'-m band sometimes is called the "nev band", because in pre-war 

days the f-m band extended, f'or broadcasting, from 42 to 50 me. Some transmission 

is continued in parts ot this "old band" so that the pre-war f-m receivers won't be 

left entirely without programs to hear. Some of' the presently manufactured f'-m 

receivers are designed to tune in both the old and new bands. 

THE F-M RECEIVER 

Having learned something about the general principles of' frequency ?OOdulation we 

now may proceed to examine the parts of some typical f-m receivers. We shall be 

chiefly interested in the workings of' the limiter and the discriminator, which are 

parts found only in f-m receivers, but first it will be well to take a preliminary 

look at everything from antenna to loud speaker. 

Our antenna circuit, or circuits, extending as tar as the control grid of' the 

radio-frequency amplifier tube, may employ the principles illustrated by Fig. 8. 

Here are shown three different kinds of' antennas, all of which Tl'AY be employed with 

the same receiver. At the left is shown an antenna especially well adapted f'or re- 

ception of' the f'-m radio frequencies in the band extending from 88 to 108 me. This is 

a dipole antenna, consisting of two horizontal metallic rods, each a few feet long, 

extending outward in opposite directions. From the inner ends of the rods a twin- 

conductor transmission line runs to the f-m coupler A· In this coupler the primary 

winding, whose outer ends are connected to the line, has a center tap connected to 

ground. Across the secondary windiqg is a trimmer capacitor for tuning the secondary. 

The upper end or this tuned circuit is connected to the l!:! position on the selector 

switch. 

For short-vave reception in bands from 6 to 26 megacycles (49 to 12 meters wave- 

length) there is shown a capacitance type of antenna, or Marconi type antenna, which 

usually consists of an elevated conductor at one end, and of' the earth as a ground at 

the other end. This is the ordinary outdoor or indoor antenna with which most of us 

have long been familiar. For standard broadcast reception there is shown a loop an- 

tenna, which ordinarily is built into the receiver cabinet. The connection from the 
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external antenna makes one or more turns around the loop so that, when desired, stan- 

dard broadcast reception Dll!ly be through this external antenna with the loop acting ae 

the secondary winding of a coupler whose primary conBists of the turns in the exter- 

nal antenna circuit. The loop is tuned b7 trimmer capacitor�. A connection runs 
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FIG. 8. Circuits between the antennas and the r-t amplifier tube. 

from the tuned loop circuit to the� contact of the selector switch. 

Between the loop and ground the line from the external antenna goes through the 

prima1"7 of the short-wave coupler�, whose secondar7 is tuned by' a tri.Dner capacitor, 

ancf trom vhose tuned secondary a connection is taken to selector switch contact SW. 

The rotor of the selector switch is connected to the control grid of the r-t tube 

and to the main tuning capacitor in the control grid circuit. Turning this switch to 

one ot its three positions connects into the grid circuit either the t-m coupler, the 

short-wave coupler, or the loop, and places the tri11111er capacitor ot the selected 

coupler in parallel with the main tuning capacitor. Separate adjustment ot the trim- 

mers allows each of the couplers to be tuned through its band or bands by operating 

the variable 1!¥lin tuning capacitor by •ans ot the tuning control or the reoeiTer. 
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The plate or the r-r tube is coupled to the signal grid ot the following converter 

tube. 

It should be kept in mind that in these diagrams we are illustrating general prin 

ciples rather than the connections used in any particular make and model ot receiver. 

However, the principles are those actually in use, and with minor modifications will 

be round in common use. 

Fig. 9 shows connections which DB7 be used between the r-f amplifier tube and the 

converter tube. The converter tube, shown at the right, is a pentagrid type in which 
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FIG. 9. Circuits between the r-f amplifier and the converter tube. 

the grid immediately above the cathode is the oscillator grid, the next one is part 

ot the screen grid, the third one is the signal grid, the fourth is part of the 

sere.en grid, and the ti.t'th is the suppressor grid. 

There are three selector switches; !a. i and la. all shown in the positions fort-• 

reception. Switch l connects the converter signs.l grid to either the f-• coupler)! 

or else the standard broadcast and short-wave coupler!• Switch i connects the 
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converter oscillator grid, through a grid resistor and capacitor.!!& and££, to either 

the tuned oscillator circuit Q tor t-m reception or else the tuned oscillator cir 

cuit E for standard broadcast and short-vaYe reception. Switch 1', tor t-m reception, 

grounds the lower end of tuned circuit .Q while opening the output lead trom tuned 

circuit f. For broadcast and short-vave reception this switch removes the ground 

from circuit Q and connects the output of circuit f through part of the coil in Q to 

the converter cathode. Various other types ftnd arrangements of oscillator circuits 

might be used. 

The variable tuning capacitors connected across the coils of circuits Q and f are  

ganged together and operated from the panel tuning control. The smaller adjU11table 

capacitors are trimmers. 

Couplings H and !  between the r-f tube plate and the converter signal grid are 

broadly tuned types. The small capacitors across the coils are trimmers. For t-m 

reception there is inductive coupling between the primary of IL. in series with the 

r-f plate circuit, and the secondary. The primary is of small inductance, but its 

inductive reactance at the high frequencies of the f-m radio signals is high, and 

permits ample transfer of signal energy to the secondary. 

At the relatively low radio frequencies of standard broadcast and short-wave recep 

tion the smsll inductance of the primary in coupler H has but little inductive re 

actance, and the signal passes through this primary and through resistor B a n d  bypass 

capacitor QE to ground. Potential differences i n �  which accompany the signal cur 

rents in this resistor, are applied through coupling capacitor Ca to the tuned circuit 

of coupler J. This coupler is tuned to have high parallel impedance, and the signal 

is forced on through coupling capacitor .Qg and switch l to the converter signal grid. 

Connected between ground and a point just aboTe coupling resistor B i s  a  wave trap 

circuit consisting of a coil and adjustable capacitor in series. This trap circuit 

is tuned to resonance at the intermediate frequency being used for standard broadcast 

and short-wave reception. When so tuned, the trap circuit has minimum impedance at 

this frequency, and any signals at the intermediate frequency which may come through 
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the antenna and r-r circuits are b7Pa1111ed to ground and thus kept out ot the converter 

signal-grid circuit. 

Up to this point we are tuning and amplifying f-m radio.frequencies in the very 

high range betveen 88 and 108 megacycles, and are tuning and amplifying standard 

broadcast and ebort-va"Ve signal$ at much lover radio trequencies. The radio treq 

uencies haft been applied to the signal grid of the oon-,rter. Simultaneousl.7 there 

have been applied other trequencies trom the tuned oscillator circuits .Q and .f to the 

oscillator grid of the converter. The r-f and oscillator frequencies act together on 

the electron stream in -the converter and produce either of two intermediate trequen- 

oies; one tor f-m reception, and another for reception of standard broadcast and 

short-wave signals. 

Tuning indudtances and capacitances used in t-m radio-frequency circuits are nmch 

smaller than those which we have been used to using tor standard broadcast, or even 

tor short-wave tuning. Fig. 10 illustrates an example ot t-m tuning. The circuit 

includes a coil having an inductance of 0.10 or 1/10 ot one microhenr;y. The 
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FIG. 10. The small tuning inductance and capacitances for high frequencies. 

distributed capacitance ot the coil and all the conductors in the circuit is repre 

sented by a broken-line symbol, and is assumed to have a fixed value ot 9.0 Jlllltd 

(micro-microtarads). Next is represented a small trimmer capacitor, shovn a, 

adjusted to a mid-position and as having oapaoitanoe of 5 . 5  mmtd. At the right is 
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the tuning capacitor, set for its mximum capacitance of 20.0 mm.-d at the left and re 

its minimum capacitance ot 5.5 nntd at the right. 

With the maximum adjustable tuning eapacitanee ot 20.0 mmtd this circuit �111 be 

resonant at a frequency of 85.7 me, which iw 2.3 me below the low end or the r_. 

band. With minimum tuning oapecitanee the. circuit vill be resonant at 112., me, vhich 

is 4.� me above the high end ot the t-e band. An inductance ot 0.10 11d.crohenJ7 would 

be proYided by somewhat leaa than one and one-halt turns ot vire on a diameter or one 

halt inch when spread out to oCCUP1 a length of �ne�uarter inch. 

The intermediate-frequency !UDplitier which tollova the eonTerter is sbovn by Fig. 11. 

There ar9 two stages or i-t amplification instead ot the single stage usually tound in 

superheterodyne receivers for the standard broadcast and short-wave bands. Two stages 

are used for t-m reception because we require strong signals at the input to the fol 

lowing limiter stage it the limiter is to do ita appointed work, and we hRve only 

rather small amplification .per stage. The amplification per stage is less than in 

standard broadcast and short-wave receivers because tor t-m reception we employ- an 

intermediate f"requ�ncy on the order ot 10 megacycles or higher instead ot the 455 or 

456 kilocycles gener&lly usgd for standard broadcast i-t amplit'lcation. Amplification 

or gain per stage alw�ys is less in high-trequency amplifiers than in those working at 

lower frequencies. 

In Fig. 11 there are i-f transformers between the converter and first i-f tube, 

between the two i-t tubes, and following the second 1-f tube. F.ach transformer con 

sists of two sections, each a complete transformer in itself. 'nle upper section in 

each unit is tuned to the t-m intermediate frequency, while each lower section is 

tuned to the intermediate frequency used for standard broadcast and short-wa-nt re 

ception. Connected to the first 1-t transformer is a selector switch that short 

circ,Jits the broadcast section (as shown) when t-a signals aro to be rece!Ted, and 

which short-ci.rcuits the f-m section when broadcast or short-vaTe signals are to be 

.,,-.- received. Such a selector switch is shown on only the first i-f transformer, al- 

th,:,ugh there might be similar switches on other 1-t transformers also. 
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Al l o t  the prillllt.l'ies and secondaries of all the i-t transformers are parallel re- 

. •onant ciraui ts, which have high 1.Jlpedance at their tuned trequeDC7,. but Mve lov im, 

ped&nce at all other trequenciea. Consequently, the t-a frequencies meet high imped 

ance in the upper sections ot the transformers, but pass through the lover sections 

CONVERTER IST 1 - F  2ND I - F  

To 

L I M I T E R  

FM FM 

B C  

-  

!TI 
J:: �  

To 

BIAS BC 
- - - - - - 

B+ DETECTOR 

FIG. 11. The intermediate-frequency amplifier between the converter tube and outputs 
to the limiter and detector. 

with little opposition. The standard broadcast or short-wave intermediate frequencies 

meet little opposition in the t-m sections or the transformers, but in the lower sec 

tions there is high impedance to these frequencies. Consequently, with the trans- 

former sections connected in series, each section transfers entirB7 fr-0m primary- to 

secondary at the frequency to which it is tuned. 

As we may see in Fig. 9, when the selector switches are set tor f-m reception the 

converter receives f-m radio frequencies at its signal grid, and at its oscillator 

grid receives an oscillator frequen07 such as combines with the radio frequency to 

produoe the intermediate frequency required tort-a amplification. With the 

selector switches set tor standard broadcast and short-wave reception, the two 
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frequencies ted to th converter grids are such as to combine tor production of the 

lover intermediate frequency used tor these bands. Then whichever intermediate tre 

quen07 J• being produced in the converter 18 picked ott bJ its particular section ot 

the i-r transformers. 

The secondaries ot the last i-t transformer ot Fig. 11 are not in series with each 

other. The upper secondary, tuned tor the t-a intermediate frequency, connects to the 

input ot the following limiter stage, which acts only when the reception is ot r ... 

aignals. The lover section, which is tuned tor the standard broadcast and sbor�vave 

intermediate frequency, connects to the broadcast detector. This detector will be one 

ot the diode tJpes coD1DOnly used in superheterodyne receivers designed tor reception 

ot standard broadcast and short-wave bands. 

THE LIMITER 

The purpose ot the limiter stage is to remon any amplitude modulation which gets 

into the frequency-modulated signal at any- point between the transmitter e,nd the input 

to the limiter stage in the recei..-er. The frequency-modulated signal which is supposed 

to remain at constant amplitude may have its amplitude Taried at some instants by 

electrical interference reaching the receiver antenna circuit or by certain conditions 

which arise in the receiver circuits between the antenna ·and the limiter. 

Although we shall examine the performance ot the liaiter stage in some detail a 

little later on it is well at this point to understand the kind ot performance to be 

expected. At the upper left in lig. 12 is represented a signal whose frequency •7 be 

JIIOdulated, but whose amplitude is supposed to remain at the constant Tal.ue equiTalent 

to the arrows. Howe..-4!r, during the instant or time from A to j the amplitude bas been 

ftried bJ some effect inside or outside o.t' the receher, and this J110menta17 n.riation 

ot amplitude has come through the i-t amplifier to the limiter input. In passing 

through the liaiter stage the amplitude peaks which exceed the desired constant ftl.ue 

haTe been cut orr, as shown at the upper right. The frequency or trequenciea in the 

signal haw not been altered, but the amplitude has been made or constant Talue. Were 

the amplitude not reduced to a constant value, any pulses such as the one between A 
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and I would go on through to the discriminator and be reproduced f'roa the loud 

speaker as noise. · 

At the lower left in Fig. 12 is represented a weaker signal than the one above. 

INPUT 

A - - 6  
A  B  

... 

:i • •  ;; 
I I  ' •  ,  ,  

1 1  I I  
I  

I  I  I  I  I  I  
._, : : u 

v 

OUTPUT 

L I M I T E R  

A - - B  

A - B  

FIG. 12. How the limiter should act, and bow it acts on very weak signals. 

From the extreme left to point� and trom � toward the right, this weak signal is of 

constant amplitude and might be a frequency-modulated signal. But between! and �  

ihere is a variation of' amplitude similar to the variation in the stronger. signal up 

aboYe. This weak signal is amplified by the limiter stage, and it issues from the 

output of the limiter as shown tovard the right. ill of' the amplitudes have been in 

creased by the amplification, and between! an d �  we have the amplified noise pulse 

which is the variation of amplitude from its desired constant value. Some of the 

noise peaks have been cut ott, but not all o t  them, and the noise will go through to 

the following discriminator and issue trom the loud speaker. 

The limiter stage really is an amplifier stage of' a very special kim. Its out 

put amplitude remains practicall7 constant with all input amplitudes which are equal 
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to, or in excess ot, soll8 certain valu&, which is the ftl.ue re�sented bJ tbe arrow, 

at the le.rt in rig. 12. Airf input a1',)litudes which exceed this liait are not ampli 

tied but, on the other hand, are ettectinly reduced so tar as the output ls concerned. 

But input amplitudes which are less than the certain ftl.ue mentioned will be amplified 

as shown by the lower diagram. It the input ill very weak it will not be amplified up 

to the maxil'llllll output amplitude which can. come trom the limiter, although instantan- 

eous input amplitudes ot greater value •Y cause instantaneous max1nm outputs trom 

the limiter, as between A and jl at the lover left. 

In order that the output from the limiter stage ma;y be or const&nt amplitude, or 

may be without amplitude modulation, it is necessary that the input amplitudes neTer 

tall below the value represented by the arrows in Fig. 12. This is the reason tor 

providing high amplification in the preceding i-t amplifier. Even then, solDl!t signals 

reaching the antenna may be so weak that all of the anaplitication proTided cannot 

raise their amplitude to the minimum required at the limiter input. It such signals 

are �ccompanied by noise pulses in the form of amplitude modulation, the noise will 

come through the loud speaker. Fortunately, the "serYice range" in miles ot distance 

trom an f-m t:,:-ansmitter vithin which signals may be recei'f9d at all is such that the 

received signals sre fairly strong. Beyond this range of fairly strong signals there 

can be no reception. The reason tor this restricted service range will be discussed 

in.following pages. 

Before leaving the limiter stage we should look at Fig. 1.3, where is shown the be 

haTior of this stage when the input from the i-t amplifier is of greater amplitude 

than the required minimum tor limiter action. The output amplitude trom the limiter 

is ot the same value as at the top of Fig. 12. Everything, including aey noise pulses 

ot varying amplitude, has been brought to this output level, which is the maximum that 

can be delivered from the lilll1.ter. For most satisfactory operation, the conetant- 
amplitude trequoncy-modulated input to the limiter should ha� amplitude greater than � 
the miniDlWI which makes the limiter cut ott the peaks. That 1s, the input amplitude 
should be as represented in Fig. 1.3 rather than as in Fig. 12. 
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THE DISCRIMINATOR 

From the right-hand side of Fig. 14, a frequency-modulated signal at the f-m inter 

mediate frequency passed from the 1-f amplifier to the limiter, and an amplitude-modu- 

lated signal a�the standard broadcast intermediate frequency passed to the broadcast 

(NOISE 
PULSE 

L I M I T E R  

L I M I T E D  OUTPUT 

CONSTANT AMPLITUDE 
{_ - - - j - - 

r - _  -  _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - - 

FIG. 13. How the limiter performs on a strong input signal. 

detector. The two signal paths trom the i-t amplifier are shown at the lett in 

Fig. 14. The trequen07-modulated signal goes to the limiter, where unwanted amplitude 

modulation is removed. From the limiter the frequency-modulated signal ot constant 

amplitude goes to the discriminator, which changes this frequency-modulated signal 

FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION 

1 - F  

L I M I T E R  O ISCRIMINATOR 
SPEAKER 

A M P L I F I E R  AUDIO 
D E T E C T O R  A M P L I F I E R  

FOR A M P L I T U D E  MODULATION 

FIG. 14. For frequency modulation we use the limiter and discriminator stages. 

· (which is at intermediate frequency) into an amplitude-modulated signal at audio 

frequency. The audio-frequency signal theb goes through the audio amplifier to the 

loud speaker. 
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From the 1-f amplifier the amplitude-modulated signal goes to the detector used f 

amplitude modulation. This a-m detector is of the diode re tifier type such as used 

in practically all standard superheterodyne receivers. The detector changes the a-m 

signal, which is at the intermediate frequency used for standard broadcast, into an 

a-m signal at audio frequency. This signal goes through the same audio amplifier that 

is used for the f-m band, and goes to the same loud speaker. 

The a-m detector changes only the signal frequency, from intermediate frequency to 

audio frequency, and does not have to change the kind of modulation. But the dis 

criminator not only has to change the frequency from intermediate to audio, but has 

also to change the kind of modul�tion from frequency-modulation into amplitude 

modulation. 

The change3 which have to be made by the discriminator may be shovn as in Fig. 15. 

At the top is represented the input to the discriminator. This input is of constant 

amplitude, but of varying frequency. That is, the input potentials are frequency 

modulated. The frequency varies from high to low and back again, over and over as the 

signal continues. When the frequency is highest we say that there is maximum devia 

tion in one direction, and when the frequency is lovest there is :maximum deviation in 

the opposite direction. Midway between its highest and lowest values, the input fre 

quency goes through its average value, which we call the center frequency. If this 

constant-amplitude signal were not modulated with a sound signal, its frequency would 

remain at the center or average value. It is modulation by sound signals at the 

transmitter which causes the frequency to vary, or to deviate. 

Do';l?l below in Fig. 15 is shown the output potential from the discriminator. At 

every instant in which the in?ut goes through its center-frequency value the output 

potenti�l is of zero value. This means that while the incoming signal is not modu 

lated, or while no sound is being put onto the transmitted signal, the output from the 

discriminator will be of zero pptential, which means no output at all. 

At every instant in which the inuut frequency increases to a value higher than 

the center value, the discriminator output potential increases in a direction sho'Wil� 

/ 
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as p�sitive in the diagram. And whan the input frequency drops below the center 

value, the discriminator output potential increases in a direction opposite to that 

for opposite deviation, or increases in a negative direction as shovn on the diagram. 

-: 

INPUT D E V I A T I O N  

H1GH Low H 1 G H  Low H I G H  Low 

t + t t t • 

l 
t t t t t 

C E N T E R  F R E Q U E N C Y  

t t t • • 
+ 

1 
0 

i 
O U T P U T  P O T E N T I A L  

FIG. 15. The change from frequency modulation at intermediete frequency into 
amplitude :ioodulation at audio frequency that occurs in the discriminator. 

The graater the deviations of frequency in the input the greater will be the corre- 

spending positive and negative peaks of output potential. 

Here we have an output potential whose strength (amplitude) varies directly vith 

frequency dev.htion of the incoming signal, the greater the deviation the stronger is 

the output. And we have output potentials which vary their diTection or polarity at 

the same rate per second as the rate of changes or frequency in the input. Changes of 

freauency in the input occur at sound frequency or audio frequency, and so changes of , 

potential in the output likewise occur at audio frequency. Changes of potential are 
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changes of amplitude, and so we have changed frequency modulation of the input into 

amplitude modulation of the output of the discriminator. 

Baek near the beginning of this lesson there were two statements; one, that sound 

pitch (audio frequency) is represented by hov often the carrier frequency changes, and 

the other, that sound volume is represented by how much the carrier frequency changes. 

These statements describe the discriminator performance shovn by Fig. 15. The rate of 

change or the f'l'equency o! change in output potential is the sallle as the rate of' 

change of frffquency in the input. Thus we recover the original audio frequency in the 

form of amplitude changes or potential changes which will actuate the control grid or 

tha audio-frequency amplifier tube. 

Th� extent or the changes or output potential, or thfl volts values reached by the 

potentials in their positive and negative polarities, correspond exactly to how much 

the input frequency varies. The greater the variation {deviation) or input frequency, 

the greater are the output potentials and the louder are the sounds from the speaker. 

/ 
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